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Logistics eCommerce Healthcare eLearning

Fintech and banking

Mapping solutions

Sports and fitness

Indoor/outdoor 
navigation

AR/VR

Fantasy Sports

On-demand delivery

SaaS

Business domain expertise



Front-end 
technology stack Cloud solutionMobile technology 

stack
Server-side 
programming Database

stack of technologies

HTML Kotlin Node.js NoSQL Microsoft Azure AWS

Google CloudPostgreSQL Microsoft SQL

MySQL MongoDB

.Net

PHP Django

Java Objective-C

Swift React Native

Angular React Vue

CSS JS



MVP development and product scaling for a 
transportation management portal

ongoing development and maintenance for a 
networking platform

back-end development, software maintenance 
and optimization for a large US-based retailer

cross-platform mobile development and app 
maintenance for a sports training app

web development, maintenance, and feature 
expansion for a healthcare management 
platform

MVP development and product transformation for 
a video-conferencing platform

Key clients



The team makes good suggestions that not only make their life easier as a developer but also 
make the product better in the long run as well.

VP of Development, Hospital Staffing Company, Connecticut

Owner, Tech Company, Indiana

Chief Technology Officer, Media Retailer, NYC

The team at IT CRAFT works well independently and has proven to be a trustworthy development 
partner… Their work has been instrumental in the successful implementation of this project.

The custom platform developed by IT Craft was rated fourth in the United States by customers. 
Site load times were cut nearly in half, allowing staff to deliver more than double the anticipated 
amount of projects.



Determine project    
business goals

1.

Make a list of 
requirements 

2. 3.

4. 5.

6. 7.

8.

Verify and approve 
project details

Test extensively Launch software on client 
servers and publish in app 
stores

Maintain and expand 
software functionality

Estimate scope of 
work and propose 
implementation

Design and develop 
software

How we work


